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The purpose of this study is to present the work and research of Craig Paardekooper.
He compiled the following work of sources that attest that indeed, the COVID-19
Injections do have, undoubtedly Graphene Oxide. The issue? What is Graphene Oxide
that has nothing to do with eliciting an Immune Response doing in a ‘vaccine’ against
COVID Virus? Precisely. The following declarations and findings will be a paraphrased
from his compilation summary that gives the online links to numerous Studies, Papers,
Videos and Websites that corroborate the findings. All these will be in the Endnotes.
Most of the studies and findings come from Europe and South America where Doctors
have examined the COVID-19 vials and then of the People that have been injected with
the COVID-19 Injections. They have conclusively found that both the COVID-19 vials
and persons having taken the COVID-19 Injections have Graphene Oxide in their
system. Such research concludes that the Graphene Oxide is what is, to a large part
making the areas of Injection and the whole body, subsequently to be Magnetized.
The question many have asked is why? There are those that strongly suggest that this
specific ingredient, among many more in the COVID-19 mRNA type of Injections have
to do, not with eliciting an Immune Response but a framework to structure a Biometric
Platform within the Human Body. Such technology is initiated by Pulses of Electricity,
activated or can be by Sound, Frequency, or Signals. In essence, the Body can or will
became a Point of Transmission to receive and/or transmit Information. This would
include the ‘downloading’ of ‘Code’ through Injections and/or ‘Boosters’ as the Science
Officer of Moderna stated they could now do it through their mRNA type of Injections.
According to Paardekooper’s research, the apparent Magnetization of the COVID-19
Injection Site have been noted and investigated by Scientists in Luxembourg, Spain and
France, for example. This ‘Magnetization’ and similar observations caused Spanish
Scientists to become curious about the actual contents of the COVID-19 Injections.
They were the 1st who wanted to understand why People has such Magnetic Effects.
It was reported that they obtained more than 100 COVID-19 vials of the vaccines and
tested them. They found that 99% of the solution was Graphene Oxide (GO). The
Spanish Lab found Graphene Oxide in the Blood of those having taken the COVID-19
Injections as well. The Spanish Scientists wrote-up their Report that is linked in the
Endnotes. Again, why do the COVID-19 Injections contain this Toxin, Graphene Oxide,
nearly 99% in it? Graphene Oxide is unnecessary for eliciting any Immune Response.
So, what is its purpose? What Adverse Effects does Graphene have on the Body?
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Do Not Ask What is Inside
Based on the many Reports already out and footnoted in the Endnotes, Graphene
Oxide can directly act on the Respiratory System. Research has mainly focused on how
Graphene Oxide induced damage to this system. Previous Studies on the Toxic Effects
of Graphene Oxide have also focused on Mitochondrial Damage, DNA Damage, the
Inflammatory Response, Apoptosis and Oxidative Stress. According to Paardekooper,
to know if one’s Tissues have been contaminated with Graphene Oxide after taking the
COVID-19 Shots, just see if a Magnet sticks to the Injection Site.
To know if one’s Blood has been contaminated with Graphene Oxide, see if the Magnet
sticks to other parts of the Body. If so, this probably indicates that the COVID-19 was
not a Placebo but is ‘Bio-Available’ and has entered the Circulatory System. To know if
the Graphene Oxide has bypassed the Blood-Brain Barrier, one will be able to hold a
Magnet to the Forehead. Paardekooper goes on to state that Para-Magnetic
Substances may also be responsive to Electro-Magnetic Fields. The alarm? This may
cause movement and rearrangement of the Living Cells in one’s Body that have now
been infected by the Graphene Oxide. This may result in Aberrant Effects.
This is why many who are aware of the potential dangers of Graphene Oxide in the
Human Blood Stream are weary of the 5G/6G/7G technology that will most likely
interfere with the Graphene Oxide. Or was this, has this been the Plan all along?
Graphene itself has extraordinary Mechanical and Electronic Properties, but no
Magnetic properties, ironically. This can be made-up for, with the help of the lightest
Element, Hydrogen. It is Hydrogen which transfers its Magnetic Effect when coming into
contact with Graphene Oxide. Shockingly, Graphene Oxide is not listed as an ingredient
in the COVID Shots. Why would the COVID-19 Manufacturers deliberately omit this?
It is because if honest and truthful Scientists and Doctors realized this, there would be a
backlash. Also, if enough of the General Public knew of this danger and Toxin, most
would not have taken the Experimental mRNA type of Poison Dead Shots as Dr.
Zelenko has called the COVID-19 Injections. So, why is it that some People who have
received the COVID-19 Injections died on the same day, within days or weeks, while
some do not? This is what Paardekooper asserts. If the COVID-19 Shots contains
Graphene Oxide, then one might suspect that some Batches are deliberately Toxic.
This does then suggest a ‘Conspiratorial’ intention to harm and/or Cull Humanity, as
many have claimed. If the COVID-19 Inoculation Program worldwide is a convenient
cover for administering this Toxic Poison to kill billions on Planet Earth, then it is unlikely
that every Batch will contain Graphene Oxide. It would be too apparent, as the batches
would be staggered. This is exactly what has been the case. Realize also that this is a
‘Live Experiment’. And the whole World is the Lab Rat. And in any meaningful Scientific
Study, one has to have a Controlled Group. These are the ones that are given the
Placebo, etc. In order for this Plan and/or Eugenicist Agenda to remain elusive, a
maximum of 5-10% of COVID-19 Batches can only be Toxic at any one time. And thus,
the way to go around this, would be to introduce the need to have ‘Booster’ Shots now
necessary to also be mandated, for People to have to take for a few years.
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Insider Whistleblowers
In a chilling interview with former Pfizer Employee, Karen Kingston, stated to Stew
Peters that, ‘Graphene Oxide is 100% in the COVID-19 Shots. She stated that the
Pfizer Emergency Use Authorization filing listed 4 Lipid Nano Particles in the COVID-19
Injections with CAS Numbers. She further stated that Moderna provided a Material
Safety Datasheet for each Lipid Nano Particles with CAS Numbers. When she Googled
MSDS + CAS Numbers of the Lipid Nano Particles, it came-up with SINOPEG as the
Manufacturer. The issue? It is a company in China. She stated that on the Sinopeg
Website is a tab called, 'Covid19 Excipients'
The Sinopeg Website explains the nature of Graphene Oxide in an article called
‘CORE-SHELL STRUCTURED POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL FUNCTIONALISED
GRAPHENE OXIDE FOR ENERGY STORAGE POLYMER DIELECTRICS.’ As this
article title suggests, Sinopeg regards the function of Graphene Oxide as an Energy
Storage in the form of a Charged Particle or Dielectric. This type of Energy can be
absorbed into the Human Body as Electro Magnetic Radiation. Or in other words, as
she put it, the Human Body can then be a ‘Conductor’ of Signals and Information being
received and transmitted from the Body via Cell Towers, for example.
In the Pfizer Whistleblower’s assessment, the Graphene Oxide in the COVID-19
Injections serves as an interface between the Living Organism, in this case the Human
Body and the ‘Internet of Things’. Or in other words, the COVID-19 Injections and their
subsequent Boosters will eventually prepare the Human Body to be connected to the
Internet, 24/7. She mentioned that in the current rendition of the Graphene Oxide, it is
normally Neutral in terms of a Signal or Charge. But in an Electro Magnetic Field, a
Human Body being full of Graphene Oxide can become charged by a Frequency and/or
Sound that is sent, like from 5G Towers for example.
Thus, at that time and place, a Positively Charged Signal will be received in the Human
Body through the Graphene Oxide that will now be totally infused with every Living Cell
of the Human Body and in the Blood Stream. The danger? This type of technology has
the potential now to destroy anything ‘Biological’ it comes in contact with if the
Frequency is too strong. This can be done on purpose, for example to kill certain
Populations that might not be inline or support a Government’s Mandates due to
objections based on Religious, Race and/or Resistance, etc.
The Pfizer Whistleblower further stated that in her research, she found out that the
Moderna and Pfizer Patents do not have Graphene Oxide listed as an Ingredient in the
COVID-19 Shots because it is classified as a ‘Trade Secret’. This is now underhandedly such Corporations have beguiled the People of the World that have no vested
interest in helping ‘cure’ them from any Virus, real or bio-engineered. The reason they
refused to list it publicly is because it is known Toxic. For example, a company called
SHANGHAI NANOTECH filed a Patent for using Graphene Oxide in COVID-19
Injections back in August 2020. It was featured in a Face-Book page that has since
been banned. But in the Patent, it basically asserted, as the Scientists and Doctors
have now discovered that Graphene Oxide is a Conductor of Electricity.
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Plug Me In
And as the former Pfizer Employee stated, ‘It can host a Magnetic Field, so it can
literally interact with the Internet. It is now known and understood that Graphene Oxide
is the main ingredient in Hydrogel. Thus, if Graphene Oxide is indeed in the COVID-19
Injections, then all those ‘Vaccinated’ People will be primed to be sensitive to the
Electro Magnetic Fields or Charges that will be sent to them. The Signals will be
broadcast through Cell Towers, Satellites, for example when the time comes, sooner or
later. It will be the perfect condition for those in Authority to now be able to control
billions of Human Beings on Planet Earth. And also, to murder billions at the mercy of
whomever takes total control of People through such technology infused in their Body.
Since Electro Magnetic Fields and/or Charges will induce an Electrical Charge in the
Body of all those having taken the COVID-19 Shots that have had the Graphene Oxide
in them, then the Graphene Oxide will naturally affect the Human Nervous System with
Signals and ‘Commands’. This is to suggest even as some Scientists assert that even
the very thoughts of a Human Being can be controlled. These types of experiments
have already been done on Animals and it shows that indeed, through Electro Magnetic
impulses to the Brain, certain physical behaviors can be stopped ‘dead’ in its tracks.
One such experiment was done in a charging bull, for example. And is it not interesting
how for a Computer, any Program has a ‘Command Prompt’ that directs the Computer.
In compiling this research by Paardekooper, he correctly asserts that every Molecule
and every Chemical has an Absorption Spectrum of Frequency or Resonance. And that
there are specific Frequencies that absorbs Energy the most. Guess which type?
5G/6G/7G. The various Scientific Papers cited in the Endnotes show that Graphene
Oxide can and does absorb Electro Magnetic Radiation in the 5G Wavebands. And this
is why many sounded the alarm in how during the Lockdowns, while most of the World
was in ‘House Arrest’, the 5G Towers went up.
Paardekooper goes on to state that there are different Graphene Nano-Structures, and
the Wavelengths where they absorb the most Radiation are between 6 GHz and 18
GHz. This proves then a direct link between the COVID-19 Injections needing to have
Graphene Oxide, not to ‘cure’ COVID Viruses but to connect the Human Body to the
Internet using Frequency. And this technology now is fusing within every Living Cell and
Blood Stream of a Human to have a Person ‘Come Online’. This will happen at some
point in time. Here is how Paardekooper explains the process. Graphene Oxide is
exposed to Radiation at Higher Frequencies than 4G.
The Body will then absorb the Energy of that Radiation and convert the Energy into
Electricity. This is similar to the Photo-Electric Effect. Thus, the absorption of the Energy
excites Electrons in the Graphene Oxide, which then jump to Higher Energy Levels and
become ‘Free Charges’. Then, Graphene Oxide becomes Positively Charged. Then the
Free Electrons form a Current. Result? The Human Body is now connected to the
Internet. And to reiterate, if Graphene Oxide is present within the Human Body, then this
allows the possibility for it to be used against Humanity as an Electro Magnetic Pulse
Weapon. How so? If the Frequencies become too strong, it can destroy Living Tissue.
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Zombie Apocalypse
So, in theory, if Graphene Oxide is in a Human Body, delivered by the COVID-19
Injections and subsequent Boosters, then it should be possible to kill all such People
with an Electro Magnetic Pulse EMP. Such a pulse would generate a Charge
throughout their bodies, throwing everything into disarray. Property and those not
having received the COVID-19 Injections and/or Boosters will remain alive, intact and
unaffected. But again, this depends on the strength of the Electro Magnetic Pulse
Frequency that could instantly kill or incapacitate the so-called ‘Vaccinated’.
As it is, it has been reported that for example in the Chinese People’s Liberation Army,
each Soldier is fitted with a Helmet that has GPS, is microchipped and set to detonate,
to rather have the Chinese Soldiers killed than to let the Soldier fall into the hands of
their Enemies, etc. Paardekooper goes on to state that such an Electro Magnetic Pulse
EMP would most likely be released at night, so as to avoid alerting others to the
synchronicity of multiple Deaths. Those afflicted would simply not wake up.
Alternatively, if 5G masts are able to put out an intermediate frequency, say 12 GHz then it is likely that every COVID ‘vaccinated’ person within 1 square mile will collapse.
This is exactly what took place in Wuhan just prior to the released COVID-19 Virus. It so
happened that it was in Wuhan that was 1 of the 1st major cities in the World to
implement the 5G Network. As Paardekooper, puts it, if a person has taken a COVID-19
Injection that has infused the body with Graphene Oxide, one is now susceptible to
being harmed by Electro Magnetic Fields above 4G, i.e., in the 6 - 18 GHz range. One
can try protecting one’s self by creating a tent with 3 layers of Aluminum Foil. He points
out though that there will be no escaping the 5G-7G Transmitters of the harmful
Frequencies that will be released throughout the day within populated grids.
The best protection will be to go to remote areas where 5G-7G is unavailable. When will
this ‘Flipping of the Switch’ happen? It is possible that the Powers-That-Be are waiting
until they have got the maximum number of People receiving the COVID-19 Shots that
have the Graphene Oxide in them before they ‘Flip the Switch’. It should be noted also
then that with this correlated link to 5G, all those People who have problems with the
COVID-19 Injections or have died are probably People who lived and live near 5G
Antenna Cell Towers.
This could very well be also a major contributing factor in how People are dying from the
Adverse Effects of taking the COVID-19 Shots as 5G is being rolled-out in all the major
concentration of Populations in the World. Consider also that the research found out
some good news. It is true that the Graphene Oxide does damage Human Tissue by
emitting Electrons. The research found that the Reducing Agents to such crucial
Elements that fight against the Corona Virus, come from Zinc and Acetyl Cysteine.
Why? They are Electron Acceptors. They thus consequently ‘soaks-up’ the Electrons
emitted by Cell Towers through the Graphene Oxide in the Human Body. However, it
was found that Zinc Molecules, for example do not break down the Graphene Oxide, but
act as Protectors from its deadly effects
________________________
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Main Sources
Craig Paardekooper
Interview with former Pfizer Employee Karen Kingston
https://www.bitchute.com/video/ppCzUKWqhVbZ/
PAPERS
Superparamagnetic Graphene Oxide–Fe3O4 Nanoparticles Hybrid for Controlled Targeted Drug Carriers
https://nanocenter.nankai.edu.cn/dowmload/2009/2009-10.pdf
Luxembourg Study
https://www.efvv.eu/images/content/2021/0617/study-on-electromagnetism-of-vaccinated-persons-in-luxembourg_6edfa.pdf
Spanish Study
https://www.henrymakow.com/upload_docs/4_5976673186836646447.pdf?fbclid=IwAR0g8lsmjPjTn61NNQxy3RXDfdlOV3ns11M4I
WhAYH71EypBsGd4ouDvIb0
VIDEOS
99% of COVID-19 Injections Are Made-Up of Graphene Oxide
https://rumble.com/vjd5sf-98-to-99-of-the-vial-is-graphene-oxide-the-main-component-of-the-vaccine-is.html
The 5th Column - Spanish Study on Graphene Oxide in COVID-19 Shots
https://rumble.com/vjfddf-la-quinta-columna-at-the-xxvii
Hydrogen Makes Graphene Magnetic
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NmPAAo7_xY0
South American Lab Finds Graphene Oxide in Blood – in Spanish
https://rumble.com/vk7lap-andreas-kalckers-team-confirms-evidence-of-graphene-oxide-invaccines.html?fbclid=IwAR0s30XQf6z8_RzI1m4vmJxLUeDbq-hLao4bCe3BQ8Il2r_PCc7X9oeLItQ
French Lab Finds Graphene Oxide in Blood
https://odysee.com/@TimTruth:b/Grapheneblood:2
Spanish Lab Explains how Zinc Protects Against Electro Magnetic Pulses.
https://www.bitchute.com/video/CV4O2QUzCqIK/?fbclid=IwAR1iUlBwGkNhFjMsiVZQ3gOEaqd6H6rL32AEtfZi1N8c1jchUM64Hq3N_E
WEBSITES
Graphene Oxide: A Toxic Substance in the Vial of the COVID-19 mRNA ‘Vaccine’
https://www.transcend.org/tms/2021/07/graphene-oxide-a-toxic-substance-in-the-vial-of-the-covid-19-mrna-vaccine-wvideo/?fbclid=IwAR3Tgcv9grio4ncfaKMhTYXwP2IsXylrLHZWI5BOIwtK1ZeCVpx_xDH-poc
Graphene Oxide is Paramagnetic
https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1712/1712.03570.pdf
Hydrogen Atoms Magnetize Graphene
https://www.graphene-info.com/hydrogen-atoms-magnetize-graphene
Toxic Effects of Graphene Oxide Damage
https://www.spandidos-publications.com/10.3892/etm.2021.9893
Toward the Application of High Frequency Electromagnetic Wave Absorption by Carbon Nanostructures
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/advs.201801057?fbclid=IwAR2dv_gfxr4z610BDx9llSXbAbjRy5zY8Q31fpVgrKZVIRyMQqWURUS_dg
Millimeter wave Absorbing Property - Flexible Graphene/Acrylonitrile-Butadiene Rubber Composite in 5G Frequency Band
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/03602559.2018.1542714?fbclid=IwAR2IMgeKhAAoX38xh7WizDzY8V4jl5TXc1fHbNp4YbjljvQmFYNutHnrjs&
Why and How to Protect Your Gear From EMP
https://thesurvivalmom.com/protect-your-gear-from-emp/?fbclid=IwAR1cPRd_1VIZVSZ_J494a6MD_r16qH9VNM_QMBRYj1iI2SugwCq0ernAjw
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